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Molecular Contrast Optical Coherence Tomography: A Review¶
Changhuei Yang*
Electrical Engineering Department, Engineering and Applied Sciences Division, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, CA
Abstract
This article reviews the current state of research on the use of molecular contrast agents in optical
coherence tomography (OCT) imaging techniques. After a brief discussion of the basic principle of
OCT and the importance of incorporating molecular contrast agent usage into this imaging modality,
we shall present an overview of the different molecular contrast OCT (MCOCT) methods that have
been developed thus far. We will then discuss several important practical issues that define the
possible range of contrast agent choice, the design criteria for engineered molecular contrast agent
and the implementability of a given MCOCT method for clinical or biological applications. We will
conclude by outlining a few areas of pursuit that deserve a greater degree of research and
development.
Abbreviations
ANSI, American National Standard; bR, bacteriorhodopsin; CARS, coherent Anti-Stokes Raman
Scattering; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; FDOCT, Fourier domain OCT; GFP, green
fluorescent protein; ICG, indocyanine green; MCOCT, molecular contrast optical coherence
tomography; NIVI, nonlinear interferometric vibrational imaging; OCT, optical coherence
tomography; phyA, phytochrome A; PPOCT, pump-probe OCT; SHG, second harmonic generation;
SH-OCT, second harmonic OCT; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio
INTRODUCTION
Imaging methods that have the ability to detect specific molecular contrast agents, such as
positron emission tomography (1), metallic ion–based magnetic resonance imaging (2) and
fluorescence contrast microscopy, are vital imaging tools for a wide spectrum of biological
research. The capability to map out contrast agent distribution within a biological sample
provides a very important dimension of information beyond the tissue morphology—a
biochemical map of the sample in question.
Of these imaging techniques, fluorescence contrast microscopy (3–7) stands out in terms of its
ease of use, low cost and, most importantly, its wide applicability. For example, techniques
based on Forster resonance energy transfer (8,9) can be used to study the interaction dynamics
of molecules within a cell. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy is an excellent approach for
studying the energy states and their associated transition lifetimes of biochemicals (10,11).
Alternatively, it can be used to study the diffusion dynamics of molecules in a medium.
Evanescent wave fluorescence microscopy technique (12,13), which excites fluorophore in a
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very narrow (~100 nm) two-dimensional plane, is very useful for studying biochemical
binding, chemical or object transfer dynamics on cell membranes. With the invention of
antibody-conjugated fluorescence dye molecules (14), biologists have been able to tag specific
protein type and study the protein function, protein transport and gene expression and
regulation within a cell or an organ. The development of methods for expressing fluorescent
protein, such as green fluorescent protein (GFP) (15–18) and Discosoma species red (19),
endogenously by genetic manipulation solidly cements the role of fluorescence contrast
microscopy in biological research. The applications of fluorescent contrast agents extend
beyond basic research in biomedicine. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–approved
fluorescent dyes, such as indocyanine green (ICG) (20,21) and fluorescein (22), have all found
important applications in the clinical environment.
Fluorescence is not the only light–matter interaction mechanism that can be exploited for
extracting biochemical information. The range of possible light–matter interaction mechanism,
that includes spectrally dependent absorption, Raman scattering (23,24) and second (and
higher) harmonic generation (SHG) (25–27), can all be used to obtain specific biochemical
information in a biomedical context. These optical phenomena form the basis for near-IR pulse
oximeters, SHG microscopes (25,27) and coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS)
microscopes (28–30). The richness of the possible light–matter interaction mechanisms and
the low relative cost of the optical sources and detection systems imply that optically based
techniques are well suited for performing molecular contrast–based imaging in a biomedical
context.
One major disadvantage associated with optical bioimaging techniques is that they tend to have
fairly shallow imaging penetration depth. This is attributed to the fact that biological tissues
are highly scattering in the optical regime. For example, in the case of fluorescence microscopy,
the emitted fluorescence photons from a specific location within tissue will undergo a
significant amount of scattering events that randomize their direction of propagation as they
make their way to the tissue surface. This makes it difficult to distinguish the fluorescence
contribution from a specific volume within the tissue from the contribution from the
neighboring volumes and thus degrades the image quality.
Two-photon fluorescence microscopy techniques (3), which enhance fluorescence within a
specific scan volume, can do a much better job of profiling the fluorophore distribution within
a tissue sample. However, the depth penetration of two-photon fluorescence techniques is still
fairly limited. The penetration depth varies based on the turbidity (scattering property) of the
targeted tissue; a typical maximum depth penetration of about 300–400 μm can be expected
for images that still preserves an axial resolution that is largely defined by the confocal
parameter.
In this respect, optical coherence tomography (OCT) (31–36) compares very favorably with
fluorescence-based or any other optically based imaging techniques; imaging depth of
millimeters with spatial resolution of a couple of microns are relatively easily achieved with
OCT at light fluence levels that do not exceed American National Standard (ANSI)–
recommended limits (37). OCT’s superior depth penetration and high axial spatial resolution
is attributable to its ability to selectively detect only the ballistically propagating components
(38) of the backscattered light originating from a specific selectable depth within the sample.
These components are the fraction of the light that are not scattered or deflected to any extent
by the tissue.
OCT can be thought of as the optical equivalent of ultrasound tomography; both techniques
generate reflectivity-based images of the target sample by measuring the returning echo
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response to a specific input pulse or spectral signal. The ability of OCT to render high-quality
three-dimensional structural images of biological targets noninvasively has propelled its rapid
adaptation for clinical applications, most notably in imaging the anterior and posterior
segments of the eye (39–43), vascular tissues (44,45) and gastrointestinal tracts (46–48).
A hybrid optical imaging approach that can combine OCT’s ability to perform high-resolution
and excellent penetration depth imaging with fluorescence contrast microscopy’s ability to
elicit molecular contrast from the sample can dramatically enhance the capability of clinicians
and biomedical researchers to track biochemical distribution and changes within patients and
experimental subjects.
However, the recognition of the fact that a hybrid approach can dramatically change the
landscape of biomedical imaging has recently prompted several research groups to implement
various modified OCT schemes that have the capability to detect molecular contrast agents or
contrast agents that can potentially bind to a specific chemical or protein.
There are two ways in which molecular contrast–based OCT (MCOCT) techniques can
potentially be used to image a specific chemical or protein distribution within a target. The
first approach is to simply have the MCOCT method directly detect the chemical or protein.
This does require the chemical or protein to perform well as a contrast agent. The second
approach for contrast imaging is more generally applicable; a contrast agent that is easily
detected by the MCOCT method can be functionalized so that it binds to the specific chemical
or protein of interest. In the case where the target of interest is a protein type, such
functionalization can be accomplished by conjugating the contrast agent to an appropriate
antibody (49). This approach has a very significant advantage in that chemical or protein that
is otherwise undetectable directly by optical means can still be detected and mapped in the
target, as long as it is possible to design a contrast agent that can bind to it.
The scope of this review will be confined to the discussion of MCOCT methods and the contrast
agents that the methods are designed to detect. MCOCT research is at an early stage of
development; consequently, there are no reported researches into the functionalizing of
MCOCT contrast agents yet.
We begin the review with a brief introduction to some key concepts in OCT. We will then
discuss the three major classes of approaches that researchers have taken to implement MCOCT
techniques. Next, we will summarize the various reported techniques that have been
implemented thus far. We will then discuss several important considerations that define the
possible range of contrast agent choice, the design criteria for MCOCT methods and the
implementability of a given MCOCT method for clinical or biological applications. Finally,
we will conclude by outlining a few areas of pursuit that deserve a greater degree of research
and development.
BACKGROUND
A basic OCT (31–36) scheme is shown in Fig. 1. In such a scheme, a broadband light source
is coupled into an interferometer and the light is split into two components at the coupler. One
component (reference beam) is reflected from a reference mirror, whereas the other (probe
beam) is focused on the target sample. The backscattered light from various depths within the
sample is collected and recombined with the reference reflection, and the resulting interference
signal is monitored with a photodetector.
The amount of spatially coherent light that is backscattered and collected from a given depth
in the sample, zs, can be expressed as:
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PS(λ, zs) = PSoe
−2∫0zs μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′R(λ, zs) (1)
where PSo is the input probe beam power, μa(λ,z′s) is the absorption extinction coefficient of
the sample at depth z′s, μs(λ,z′s) is the scattering extinction coefficient of the sample at depth
z′s and R(λ,zs) is the fractional reflectivity of the sample at depth zs and wavelength λ. In general,
there is an additional multiplicative factor that accounts for the light collection geometry of
the imaging system. This factor is strongly dependent on the optical system design involved
and is not relevant to our discussion of MCOCT methods. For simplicity, we shall assume the
factor to be unity for the rest of this review.
The interference signal, Pinterference(λ,z), at a center wavelength, λ, as a function of the scanning
reference arm’s displacement z, can be expressed as:
Pinterference(λ, z) = 2 PRo∫0∞ PS(λ, zs) cos( 4πλ (z − zs))
× e
−
2 ln (2) 2(z − zs)2
l c
2
dzs
= 2 PRo Ps(λ, z)⊗ cos( 4πλ z)e
− 2 ln (2)
2z2
l c
2
= 2 PRoPSo(e−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′ R(λ, z)
⊗ cos( 4πλ z)e
− 2 ln (2)
2z2
l c
2 )
(2)
where PRo is the collected reference arm power, PS(λ,zs) is the collected signal arm power from
the sample at a depth of zs, PSo is the collected signal arm power if the sample is fully reflective,
R(λ,zs) is the sample reflectivity at depth zs, the additional exponential term accounts for the
additional loss of collected light because of absorption (modeled by the extinction coefficient
μa(λ,zs) and scattering (modeled by the scattering extinction coefficient μs(λ,zs) during the
passage into and out of the sample. lc is the source coherence length and is a function of the
source’s bandwidth: lc = ln(2)((2/π)(λ 2/Δλ)) (50), where λ is the center wavelength and Δλ is
the bandwidth of the light source. The second part of Eq. (2) shows that the detected signal can
be written as the convolution of the sample’s reflectivity profile with the coherence envelop
as expressed by the last term of the convolution.
By translating the reference mirror at a uniform speed and filtering the acquired signal at the
induced Doppler shift frequency associated with the translation of the reference mirror, we can
generate a depth-resolved profile (termed an A-scan) of the sample’s reflectivity with an axial
resolution equal to the source’s coherence length:
Pinterference(λ, z) ≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′ R(λ, z). (3)
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The dropping of the convolution kernel, cos((4π/λ)z) e([2 ln(2)]2z2)/lc2, from Eq. (2) to get Eq.
(3) is valid only if we restrict ourselves to axial length considerations that is no finer than the
coherence length.
By laterally translating the probe beam and sequentially acquiring a series of A-scans, a two-
dimensional depth-resolved image (B-scan) of the sample can be generated. The axial
resolution of an OCT imaging system is defined by the source coherence length, and the lateral
resolution is defined by probe beam size diameter. Interested readers are encouraged to refer
to Ref. (35) for a more detailed explanation of OCT’s operating principle.
At this point, we would like to highlight the distinction between the scattering extinction
coefficient, μs(λ,z′s), and the reduced scattering extinction coefficient, μ′s(λ,z′s) (51,52) (see
Fig. 2). For simplicity, consider a purely scattering and nonabsorptive medium. The scattering
extinction coefficient characterizes the fraction of a plane wave that remains after passage
through a scattering medium, whereas the reduced scattering extinction coefficient
characterizes the fraction of transmitted optical power through a scattering medium. An
oversimplified but intuitive way to draw the distinction is to equate the fractional remain of a
propagating plane wave through a scattering medium to the fraction of ballistically propagating
photons that did not experience any scattering during the passage, and to equate the fractional
remain of the optical power transmission through the same scattering medium as the fraction
of photons that make their way through the scattering medium. The second fractional remain
is inclusive of the first and will also include photons that have been deviated in their propagation
direction to some extent but are still traveling in a more or less forward direction. The distinction
is important because light that has been scattered during the transmission process loses its
spatial coherence (the light field wavefront is no longer planar) and will not interfere with the
reference beam, even if it is collected by the detector. As such, the relevant scattering extinction
coefficient for use with OCT calculation is μs(λ,z′s). The reduced scattering extinction
coefficient is used to calculate the total power transmission to a specific depth in the sample.
For situations where the spatial coherence is irrelevant, such as experimental conditions where
we are simply using a light field to excite a dye, μ′s(λ,z′s)is the appropriate scattering extinction
coefficient for use. Generally, light scattering within biological samples is highly forward
directed, as such μ′s(λ,z′s) is typically much smaller than μs(λ,z′s) (typically 10× smaller)
(51,52). The above statements may be generalized for a scattering and absorptive medium by
replacing the scattering coefficient with the attenuation coefficient, given by the sum of μs(λ,z
′s) and μa(λ,z′s), and by replacing the reduced scattering coefficient with the effective
attenuation coefficient, given by the sum of μ′s(λ,z′s) and μa(λ,z′s).
Interferometric methods, such as OCT, can achieve shot noise limited detection sensitivity
(50). This implies that the sensitivity of the method to detect a weak PS approaches the
fundamental limit as set by the ideal situation where we directly measure PS with a perfectly
noiseless detector. The interferometric signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be expressed as:
SNR = (ɛ 12 Pinterference(λ, z)T /hν) / (ɛPRoT /hν) 2
=
ɛPs(λ, z)T
hν ,
(4)
where ɛ is the detection efficiency and hν is the energy quantum of the OCT light source.
Equation 4 is derived by squaring the ratio of the number of interference signal photons detected
over a given measurement time T (numerator of the first line of the equation) to the number of
shot noise photons detected within the same time frame (denominator of the first line of the
equation). The measurement time is equal to the length of the timebase that is invested in the
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acquisition of a single spatial image pixel. The shot noise strength is simply proportional to
the standard deviation of the total signal present, which in this case is dominated by the
reference arm power PRo. This SNR value is the same magnitude as that associated with the
direct detection of PS with a noiseless detector:
SNRdirect = (ɛPs(λ, z)T /hν) / (ɛPs(λ, z)T /hν) 2
=
ɛPs(λ, z)T
hν .
(5)
The shot noise term is larger in the interferometric method, but that is compensated by the
amplification of the detected signal because of interference.
Making light field measurements using interferometry rather than direct detection has its
advantages. First, interferometry methods allow for shot noise limited detection even when the
detectors used have high dark current noise; PRo simply needs to be sufficiently large, such
that the shot noise term dominates over the dark current term. The tolerance to noisy detectors
is especially relevant in IR or near-IR regime imaging applications where low-noise
photomultiplier tubes are simply not available. Second, interferometry methods are extremely
well suited to the task of detecting a specific light component out of many. If a given light
component is not coherent with the reference component, it simply will not interfere and
contribute a detectable signal. This implies that stray light is almost always rejected in
interferometry detection; in the case of OCT, the broad bandwidth of the input light source
implies that light components from the original light source will also be rejected if they did
not travel the same optical distance as the reference component.
The shot noise limited detection achieved by OCT implies that it is well suited for detecting
the weak backscattered light from tissues. A typical OCT system can achieve an SNR of more
than 100 dB, which implies that the system is sensitive enough to detect a single backscattered
photon from an incident input light field to the sample that consists of 1010 photons. In addition
to the sensitivity, OCT’s superior axial gating can efficiently eliminate noisy contribution by
backscattered light from above or below the targeted gated region. The combination of these
two advantages enables OCT to achieve an imaging depth of millimeters in biological targets.
Recently, a different OCT imaging approach, Fourier domain OCT (FDOCT), has been
developed and demonstrated to be even more sensitive than the traditional time domain OCT
methods (such as the one depicted above in Fig. 1). FDOCT (53) has also been termed spectral
radar (54) and spectral-domain OCT (21,55). FDOCT differs from time domain OCT in that
the detected light is spectrally resolved. One form of FDOCT spectrally disperses the light
within a spectrometer and detects the spectrally resolved components using N different
detectors or channels. N can range from ~100 to ~1000 depending on the spectrometer used.
Unlike in time domain OCT, the reference arm length is kept unchanged during the image
acquisition process. The Fourier transform of the measured spectral profile is a depth-resolved
profile of the sample. This A-scan is similar to that measured by time domain OCT, except
that the SNR is improved by a factor equal to N/2 (56–58). Another form of FDOCT uses a
monochromatic laser source that is swept in its wavelength during the signal acquisition process
(21,56,59); the method leads to an equivalent SNR improvement. The improvement in the SNR
for FDOCT is attributable to the much longer time window during which the signal associated
with a single spatial pixel is acquired. In the case of time domain OCT, this time window is
equal to the short time duration when the reference arm is transiently matched to the particular
sample depth of interest during the scan. In comparison, this time window is equal to the entire
duration of the scan acquisition for FDOCT.
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Thus far, the reported implementations of MCOCT methods have all been based on time
domain OCT systems. However, the adaptations of the MCOCT methods, which have been
reported so far, into FDOCT formats are fairly straightforward. All the methods can benefit
dramatically in terms of contrast agent sensitivity through such an adaptation. Although the
concepts in this article do not require a detailed understanding of FDOCT, interested readers
are encouraged to read Refs. (56–58) to better understand FDOCT.
The rapid pace of research development in OCT technology has consistently improved on the
quality, speed and sensitivity of OCT imaging systems. At present, the highest resolution
reported is 0.5 μm, and it was achieved with the use of a 325 nm wide optical spectrum at 725
nm (60). The fastest reported scan rate to date is 31 frames per second for a frame size of 1024
× 512 pixels (61).
It is clear from the expression for the OCT signal (Eq. 2) that OCT primarily measures the
reflectivity profile of the sample, and therefore, its image information is structural in nature.
Methods for eliciting molecular contrast distribution information with an OCT imaging system
are constrained by the detection boundary of interferometry. As an example, let us consider
fluorescence. Fluorescence is an incoherent optical process, which implies that it has no optical
phase relationship with its excitation light field, and as such it cannot be detected in any
realizable OCT detection scheme. Therefore, it is impossible to design an MCOCT method
that is capable of detecting fluorescence signal directly.
MCOCT schemes, that have been reported to date, can be broadly categorized into three major
groups. The first group uses the absorption properties of the contrast agents to elicit contrast.
This group can be further divided into two subcategories. The first subcategory maps out the
contrast agent distribution by changing the absorption spectrum of a specific molecular contrast
agent that has been introduced into the biological target and acquiring a pair of OCT scans
before and after the change. The difference of the two OCT scans can then be processed to
reveal the distribution of the contrast agent. The second subcategory passively interrogates and
maps out the contrast agent’s distribution by making use of the contrast agent’s absorption
spectral profile. The second major group of MCOCT schemes is based on the use of molecular
contrast agent, which can efficiently and coherently convert an illumination light field into an
emission light field that is amendable to interferometry detection. The third group makes use
of the unique scattering properties of specially designed contrast agent to profile the contrast
agent’s distribution in the target. The next three sections will look at examples of each group
in greater detail.
ABSORPTION-BASED MCOCT METHODS
There are four reported MCOCT methods that fall within this category: pump–probe MCOCT
(62), pump–suppression MCOCT (63), spectroscopic OCT (64,65) and spectral triangulation
MCOCT (66). All these techniques rely on introducing a molecular contrast agent with a
specific optically excitable transition or a well-identified absorption spectrum into the target
sample.
Optically excitable transition MCOCT methods
The general concept for extracting the contrast agent distribution within the sample with the
first two methods is straightforward (see Fig. 3). In both cases, a baseline OCT scan of the
sample containing the contrast agent is first acquired. Next, the contrast agent is optically
altered so that its absorption spectrum is changed. A second OCT scan is then acquired. The
two OCT scans will appear slightly different; specifically, the extinction coefficient μa(λ,z)
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will be different because the contrast agent contributes significantly to it. Mathematically, the
extinction coefficient, in this context, can be written as:
μa(λ, z) = μa, intrinsic(λ, z) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, z)
+Δμa, contrast_agent(λ, z), (6)
where μa,intrinsic(λ,z) is the intrinsic absorption extinction coefficient of the sample at location
z and wavelength λ, μa,contrast_agent_baseline(λ,z) is the localized corresponding absorption
extinction coefficient of the sample that is attributable to the contrast agent for the first OCT
scan (baseline), and Δμa,contrast_agent(λ,z) is the corresponding change in the absorption
extinction coefficient of the sample between the two OCT scans. The last two terms can, in
turn, be reexpressed as a function of the baseline absorption cross-section of the molecule
(σbaseline(λ,z)), the change in absorption cross-section on alteration (Δσ( λ,z)), the localized
number concentration of the molecules (n(z)) and the localized number concentration of the
molecules altered by the optical excitation (Δn(z)):
μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, z) = n(z)σbaseline(λ, z) (7a)
Δμa, contrast_agent(λ, z) = Δn(z)Δσ(λ) (7b)
The procedure for extracting the contrast agent distribution in the sample simply involves
calculating Δn(z) from the two OCT scans. Note that the actual concentration of the contrast
agent cannot be found; instead, the measurable quantity is the number concentration of
molecules that are optically altered. An intermediary quantity U(z), which is the number
concentration integral to the depth of z can be found with minimal processing of the two scans:
U (z) = 1Δσ(λ) ln ( Pinterference, baseline(λ, z)Pinterference, excited(λ, z) )
= 1Δσ(λ) ln (e−∫0z μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× e
−∫0z μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + Δμa, contrast_agent(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′)
= 1Δσ(λ)∫0zΔμa, contrast_agent(λ, zs′)dzs′
=∫0zΔn(zs′)dzs′,
(8)
where Pinterference,baseline(λ,z) is the baseline OCT scan signal and Pinterference,excited(λ,z) is the
OCT scan signal after the contrast agent is optically altered. In this situation, R(λ,z),
μa,contrast_agent_baseline(λ,z′s), μs(λ,z′s) are assumed to be unchanged between the two scans. To
obtain the localized distribution Δn(z), we differentiate U(z) with respect to z:
Δn(z) = dU (z)dz . (9)
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There are several approaches for creating the necessary absorption cross-section change in the
contrast agent by optical excitation. In the subsequent subsections, we shall see two examples
of such approaches and one example in which the molecules are not optically excited but we
can nevertheless elicit an absorption cross-section difference by modifying the imaging
method.
Pump–probe OCT—Pump–probe OCT (PPOCT) (62) was the first reported approach for
performing MCOCT imaging. The dye used in the initial demonstration was methylene blue,
a dye that was used in stain bacteriology (67) and as a contrast agent in chromoendoscopy
(68). The strategy used in PPOCT (see Fig. 4) is simple and direct, an optical excitation field
changes the absorption cross-section of the dye at the OCT probe wavelength by shelving the
molecules into a relatively long-lived triplet state.
More specifically, methylene blue (62), like numerous other dye species, has an associated set
of triplet states that are relatively long lived (relaxation time of ~2 μs). By using a pump light
field at the molecules’ singlet absorption wavelength (~650 nm in the case of methylene blue),
the molecule can be forced to cycle between its ground and higher singlet states. There is a
probability that the molecule will transit into one of the triplet states when it relaxes from the
singlet state. The triplet–triplet absorption occurs in the 830 nm region, a suitable wavelength
regime for an OCT probe choice.
In the limit where the pump intensity is weak, the total number concentration of molecules that
are shelved into the triplet state under a steady state excitation field can be found to be:
Δn(z) ≈ (1− q)no(z)
Ipump(z)
Isat
, (10)
where no(z) is the total number concentration of the molecules at depth z, q is the quantum
efficiency of the fluorescence process, Ipump(z) is the pump intensity at depth z and Isat is the
saturation intensity of the molecules. Isat is given by Isat = hνg–s/σg–sτsinglet, where hνg–s is the
energy quanta of the pump light source, σg–s is the absorption cross-section associated with
the ground to singlet state transition and τsinglet is the decay time constant for the singlet to
ground state transition. The derivation of Eq. (10) can be found in Appendix 1.
The reported implementation of the method used a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser to provide the
necessary excitation field. Its pulsed nature and high energy per pulse ensured that the
instantaneous excitation field intensity was high. On the basis of the numbers provided in the
report, the calculated maximum instantaneous intensity was 16 MW/cm2 at the sample’s
surface. This intensity can be expected to drop as a function of depth into the sample. In the
limit where the drop off is insignificant, the MCOCT signal as calculated based on Eq. (10)
will be a fairly good measure of the contrast agent’s distribution profile within the sample
because the fraction of shelved molecules will be a constant fraction of the total molecules.
This is a fairly reasonable assumption because the transmission intensity drop off is
proportional to the effective attenuation coefficient of the sample (typically 10 times smaller
than the scattering extinction coefficient for biological samples). In the event that the drop off
is deemed to be significant, the contrast map is nevertheless a good indication of the contrast
agent distribution that can be rescaled appropriately if the reduced scattering extinction
coefficient is known.
Figure 4 shows the MCOCT images acquired with this particular implementation approach.
An OCT probe at center wavelength of 800 nm and bandwidth of 90 nm was used to acquire
the OCT image before and after the pump field excitation. The contrast agent concentration
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used in the experiment was about 500 μM, and the researchers were able to detect its presence
to a depth of about 0.5–0.7 mm in a scattering medium consisting of 0.5% Liposyn solution.
The major challenge with this technique lies in creating a sufficiently fast OCT imaging system
to acquire the OCT signal with the dye molecules in their shelved states. Although the triplet
state lifetime of 2 μs is long in the context of molecular state transitions, it is, nevertheless, a
short time duration in the context of pump–probe–based imaging techniques. With such a short
time duration, the researchers had only a sufficient time window to acquire a single OCT image
pixel per pump–probe cycle. The efficiency of the system can presumably be dramatically
improved by sustaining the excitation field during the entire later half of the acquisition cycle.
However, that can be expected to lead to a high light fluence onto the sample. This matter is
compounded by the fact that a small τsinglet leads to a high Isat value, which implies that the
pump intensity has to be fairly high to achieve a reasonably efficient shelving of molecules
into the triplet state (see Eq. 10).
Pump-suppression MCOCT—This next class of MCOCT seeks to address the above issues
associated with the short transition duration of the molecular contrast agents by choosing a
slightly different molecular transition mechanics—conformational change of molecules.
Two examples of such molecular candidates are bacteriorhodopsin (bR) (69) and phytochrome
A (PhyA) (70–72). Both molecules undergo a conformational change on excitation by a light
field of the appropriate wavelength. These two molecular candidates are very attractive
MCOCT contrast agent candidates because they are proteins. In principle, it should be possible
to genetically engineer animal models to express these proteins for biomedical research
applications; they can fulfill the roles in MCOCT that the various fluorescent proteins are
serving for fluorescence microscopy applications.
Of the two candidate protein types, phyA proved to be the more appropriate contrast agent for
OCT application. It has a strong absorption peak in the near-IR regime for one of its molecular
states, and the absorption peak shifts significantly when the molecules undergo a
conformational change. The absorption peak is close to the operating wavelength range of OCT
imaging systems. Reference (63) is a report on an MCOCT demonstration with phyA.
The basic mechanics of the molecules that is useful for this MCOCT method can be summarized
as follows (see Fig. 5). Each molecule has two possible states (State A and B); State A is more
stable than State B, and molecules in State B will revert into State A with a long time constant
τB→A. State A has an absorption maximum at a wavelength of λA, and State B has the
corresponding peak at a wavelength of λB. Upon excitation with light field at or near λA, the
molecules will transit to state B and vice versa. In the case of phyA, the molecules have the
following parameters: τB→A ~s, State A = Pfr state, State B = Pr state, λA = 740 nm, and State
B’s at a wavelength of λB = 670 nm. The wavelength regime around the absorption maximum
of Pfr state is appropriate for situating the probe OCT spectral band.
The strategy for MCOCT imaging in this situation is quite different from the case for PPOCT.
First of all, the shifting of molecular population from one state to another no longer requires
the use of a high-intensity light field. Because the relaxation time τB→A is at least six orders
of magnitude larger than τsinglet, the equivalent Isat is correspondingly lower by at least six
orders of magnitude. The corresponding absorption state dye molecule concentration change
when the molecules are illuminated with a light field at wavelength of λA can be expressed as:
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Δn(z) = ΔnPfr(z)
= − n(z)( 12 + (I sat / Ipump(z)) ) ≈ − n(z)2 (11)
where nPfr(z) is the number concentration of molecules in the Pfr state at a depth z in the sample,
n(z) is the total number concentration of the contrast agent at depth z and Ipump(z) is the pump
intensity at depth z. Isat is the saturation intensity and is given by Isat = hν/τPr→Pfr, where hν is
the energy quanta associated with the pump beam and σ is the corresponding absorption cross-
section. For this contrast agent, Isat is so low that a pump intensity of about 1 W/cm2 is observed
to be sufficient to drive the transition. The advantage of using low-intensity light to actuate
state population changes is especially relevant in the context of clinical imaging where the
ANSI guidelines (37) for the amount of laser light exposure have to be adhered to.
For the pump-suppression MCOCT demonstration with phyA, the imaging strategy used is as
follows. A 750 nm OCT probe beam on the sample during the entire imaging process; in the
absence of other illumination, phyA would be forced into its Pr state by the OCT probe beam
(intensity of about 260 W/cm2). The image acquisition process involved the following steps:
(1) the 660 nm illumination that was about an order of magnitude more intense than the OCT
probe beam was switched on; (2) after a pause of 500 ms to allow time for phyA to transit into
its Pfr state, an averaged OCT scan was acquired; (3) the 660 nm light was turned off; and
(4) after a pause of 500 ms to allow phyA to transit into its Pr state, an averaged Pr OCT scan
was acquired. In effect, the 660 nm illumination in Step (A) served as a suppression pump that
opposes the shifting of molecules into the Pr state by the OCT probe beam.
Figure 5 shows the MCOCT images acquired with this experimental scheme. The contrast
agent concentration used in the experiment was 83 μM, and the researchers were able to detect
its presence to a depth of about 1.5 mm in a scattering medium consisting of 0.2% Intralipid
solution. The experiment is notable for the low light intensities used. The OCT probe light
intensity and the suppression pump intensity are 260 W/cm2 and 1.1 kW/cm2, respectively.
The advantage of this method in terms of the required probe and pump light intensity levels is
significant. However, unlike in the case for the previous method, the choice of molecular
contrast candidates for this method is limited. The development or discovery of more contrast
agent choices deserves the attention of biochemists and chemists.
Spectrum-based MCOCT
OCT-based measurements can be processed to reveal spectroscopic tissue information at the
cost of resolution degradation (73). Given that the spectroscopic information can reveal specific
tissue properties, such as the scattering or absorption spectrum characteristics, image resolution
compromise is often acceptable. An intuitive way to understand the tradeoff is by noting that
OCT’s axial resolution, as characterized by the coherence length lc= ln(2)((2/π)(λ 2/Δλ)), is
directly proportional to the input light’s spectrum bandwidth that we are willing to dedicate to
the task of image resolution. Simplistically, we can obtain an N point tissue spectrum image
set by segmenting the input light source spectrum into N parts and performing OCT imaging
with each individual segment of the spectrum; the reduced spectrum of each segment that we
are dedicating to OCT resolution implies that the resolution will be N times worse than if we
had dedicated the entire spectrum for resolution.
Early spectroscopic OCT research demonstrated that such spectrum segmentation, through a
more sophisticated approach of wavelet transformation, was indeed capable of providing
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additional tissue information. However, the spectral variation of absorption and scattering
cannot be separated in such measurements because both terms contribute to the exponential
attenuation of the measured OCT signal (see Eq. 2). This implies that it is difficult to uniquely
identify the distribution of intrinsic biochemical distribution through their absorption spectral
signature; the presence of morphological micron-sized structural variations in tissues can create
significant scattering spectral variation in the optical regime.
This issue can be overcome to some extent by introducing appropriately chosen molecular
contrast agents into the target sample; this approach forms the basis for spectrum-based
MCOCT methods. In general, if the absorption contribution of the introduced contrast agent
dominates over those attributable to the sample’s intrinsic absorption and scattering, the
acquired spectrum-based MCOCT measurements can be processed to reveal the distribution
profile of the contrast agent within the sample.
There are several clear advantages associated with this type of MCOCT imaging methods.
First, the methods interrogate for the presence of the molecules in a passive manner; there is
no need to induce state changes in the molecules by optical excitation. The absence of a need
for an excitation light field simplifies the imaging scheme and eliminates concerns of excessive
incident light field intensity for clinical imaging applications. Second, as the methods will work
for any molecular species with a well-defined absorption peak, the choices of possible
molecular contrast candidates are significantly broader.
Spectroscopic OCT for contrast imaging—The first reported adaptation of a spectrum-
based OCT approach for MCOCT imaging can be found in Ref. (64). In this particular
implementation, the OCT light source had a center wavelength of 780 nm, and the contrast
agent used is a near-IR dye (ADS7460, H. W. Sands Inc., Jupiter, FL) that has an absorption
spectrum peak of 740 nm (see Fig. 6). The backreflected light from the sample was coherence
gated, and the centroid of the backreflected light spectrum was calculated for each specific
depth. Because the absorption peak of the dye is off-centered from the center wavelength of
the OCT light source, the presence of the dye in the tissue will tend to skew the spectrum of
the backscattered light component by absorbing part of the input light spectrum. The presence
and concentration of the contrast agent above a given depth is indicated by the extent of the
centriod’s shift from the light source’s center wavelength.
In the reported experiment, the imaging target was a celery stalk that was allowed to uptake a
dye solution (concentration of 75 μM). The target was imaged and processed to reveal the
presence of the contrast agent within the vascular bundle of the celery stalk (see Fig. 6). The
simplicity of the method is a big advantage. Although Xu et al. (64) reported that the spectrum
centroid did not appear to be significantly shifted for the celery samples used in which no
contrast agents were administered, Morgner et al. (73) reported a significant spectral centroid
shift in the case of imaging through a Xenopus laevis tadpole. This can be attributed the spectral
variation of the intrinsic scattering and absorption property of the sample. As mentioned earlier,
it is a source of systematic error for spectrum-based MCOCT imaging methods and can
potentially prevent the detection of the introduced contrast agent at low concentration.
Spectral triangulation MCOCT—In an effort to compensate for the intrinsic scattering and
absorption variation in the target sample, a different spectroscopic MCOCT method was
recently developed (Ref. [66]) (see Fig. 7). This method is capable of compensating for the
intrinsic first-order spectral variation in the target sample. Given that the average intrinsic
scattering and absorption extinction coefficient of biological samples are dominantly
monotonic functions of wavelength, we can expect the elimination of the intrinsic first-order
spectral variation to significantly improve the quality of the MCOCT image thus collected.
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The basic strategy of the method is as follows. The effective OCT probe spectrum is divided
into three equal parts centered at evenly spaced wavelengths λ1, λ2 and λ3. The center
wavelength of the second segment, λ2, is chosen to match with the absorption maximum peak
of the contrast agent. OCT scans are then acquired for all three components of the spectrum—
Pinterference(λ1,z), Pinterference(λ2,z) and Pinterference(λ3,z). A corresponding intermediary
quantity UspecΔ (z), the number concentration of the contrast agent as a function of scan depth
z can be found from the three scans (66):
U (z)
= 1Δσ ln ( Pinterference(λ1, z) × Pinterference(λ3, z)Pinterference(λ2, z) )
= 1Δσ ln (e−∫0z 12 μa, contrast_agent(λ1, zs′) + 12 μa, contrast_agent(λ3, zs′)− μa, contrast_agent(λ2, zs′) dzs′
× e
−∫0z 12 μa, intrinsic(λ1, zs′) + 12 μa, intrinsic(λ3, zs′)− μa, intrinsic(λ2, zs′) dzs′
× e
−∫0z 12 μs(λ1, zs′) + 12 μs(λ3, zs′)− μs(λ2, zs′) dzs′ R(λ1, z) × R(λ3, z)
R(λ2, z) )
≈ −1Δσ∫0z 12 μa, contrast_agent(λ1, zs′) + 12 μa, contrast_agent(λ3, zs′)
−μa, contrast_agent(λ2, zs′) dzs′
=∫0zn(z′s)dzs′,
(12)
where Δσ = σ(λ2) − (1/2)σ(λ1) − (1/2)σ(λ3). The approximation in Eq. (12) is arrived by
assuming that μa,intrinsic(λ,z′s), μs(λ,z′s) and R(λ,z) are either constant or linearizable with
respect to wavelength. The method operates best when the dye molecule has a well define and
sharp absorption maximum so that the contrast change [(1/2)μa,contrast_agent(λ1,zs′) + (1/2)
μa,contrast_agent(λ3,zs′)− μa,contrast_agent(λ2,zs′)] is maximized.
As reported in Ref. (66), the researchers were able to detect the presence of an IR dye, ICG,
at a concentration of 200 μM in a scattering medium consisting of 0.25% volume concentration
suspension of 0.1 μm microspheres to a depth of about 1.2 mm (see Fig. 7). The dye used has
an absorption maximum at 790 nm, and λ1, λ2 and λ3 are chosen to be 760, 795 and 830 nm,
respectively. The image acquisition process involved acquiring three sets of OCT images at
the three wavelengths and tuning the center wavelength of the source laser to the appropriate
wavelength between each acquisition.
The researchers also reported the ability to detect the contrast agent within a X. laevis tadpole
in which the contrast agent at a concentration of 400 μM was injected into its gill structures.
COHERENT EMISSION–BASED MCOCT METHODS
At present, there are two reported MCOCT methods that fall within this category: second
harmonic OCT (SH-OCT) (74–76) and CARS-based contrast OCT (named nonlinear
interferometric vibrational imaging [NIVI] by its developers) (77). Both methods rely on using
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a molecular contrast agent within a target sample that can efficiently and coherently convert
the incoming OCT probe light field into an emission that is detectable using interferometric
approaches.
The detection method common to both methods involves interferometrically mixing the
emission with a reference field that is generated from a reference generator. The input light to
the sample and the reference generator must originate from the same light source. In the case
of NIVI, the reference generator can be a cuvette of a highly concentrated solution of the same
contrast agent; in the case of SH-OCT, the reference generator can simply be a second harmonic
crystal. Because the emission from the sample and the reference generator are coherent and
preserve a definite phase relationship with the original light source, they will be locked in phase
with respect to each other. This implies that the mixing of the two light fields will interfere
under the right conditions.
These methods generally require the use of ultra short pulse light sources for two reasons. First,
the nonlinear generation processes employed in the methods generally require high
instantaneous light field intensities for efficient light conversion. Second, the associated broad
spectral bandwidths of such light sources enable coherence-gated detection of the emission
through OCT schemes for spatial resolution.
A distinct advantage of the methods in comparison with absorption-based MCOCT methods
lies in the fact that the signal processing involved for coherent emission–based MCOCT
methods is much simplified. The detected OCT image at the emission wavelength is a scattering
attenuated distribution map of the contrast agents within the target sample. The paired baseline
change image acquisition and processing approach required for absorption-based MCOCT
methods are not required in this situation. A generalized expression for the coherent emission–
based MCOCT signal can be expressed as:
Pinterference(λemission, z) ≈ 2 PRoPS(λemission, z) ≈ 2 PRo
× C(PSo(λpump, 1, z) / A(λpump, 1, z), PSo(λpump, 2, z) / A(λpump, 2, z), … , )B(z)
× n(z)A(λemission, z)l ce
− 12∫0z μa(λemission, zs′) + μs(λemission, zs′) dzs′
(13)
where PS(λemission,z) is the collected emission from depth z and λemission is the emission
wavelength. The last equation is an approximation in which we further simply the expression
PS(λemission,z) into its basic components. C(PSo(λpump,1,z)/A(λpump,1,z),PSo(λpump,2,z)/A
(λpump,2,z),…) is the conversion efficiency of each molecule in changing the input optical
powers into the emission optical power. It is to be expected to have a dependency on the
localized incident pump intensities given by PSo(λpump,i,z)/A(λpump,i,z) (the intensities are,
hereby, expressed on the basis of a simple top hat light field mode profile with an effective
illumination area of A(λpump,i,z); more realistic models can be applied in a straightforward
manner). B(z) is the fraction of the emitted photons from depth z that fall within the collection
numerical aperture of the OCT system, the exponential factor accounts for attenuation of the
emitted light field on its passage out of the target sample. n(z) is the number concentration of
the contrast agent at location of interest, A(λemission,z) is the effective area at sample depth z
from which the emission signal is collected and lc is the coherence length of the emission and
represents the axial extent of the sample that will contribute to a single image voxel. As a
whole, n(z)A(λemission,z)lc represents the total number of contrast agent molecules that will
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contribute to the signal corresponding to a single image voxel. The interference signal is a
measure of the optical field strength associated with the emitted light field. Given that the
coherent emission process is proportionally additive in optical field strength, we can expect
PS(λemission,z) to be proportional to the square of the total number of signal contributing contrast
agent molecule, n(z)A(λemission,z)lc. Of course, the emission optical field strength depends to
some extent on the spatial arrangement of the contrast agents as well. As such, the above
approximation of modeling PS(λemission,z) as a linear function of n(z) is a fair model, but it can
be expected to fail in very specific conditions.
In comparison with the basic OCT signal equation (Eq. 2), we can see another important
difference—the localized reflectivity of the sample, R(λ,z), is no longer a necessary component
of the signal consideration. In other words, as long as some components of the coherently
generated emission are emitted in the backward direction, a positive MCOCT signal will be
generated and detected, even if the medium does not scatter light at all. The localized
reflectivity can potentially be a factor in the scenario where the nonlinear emission generation
is forward directed and the sample’s reflectivity has to be relied on to backscatter the light back
into the collection aperture of the OCT system.
Second harmonic OCT
The successful implementation of SH-OCT and the demonstration of the method’s ability to
acquire OCT type images was first reported in Ref. (74). Since then, several more
implementations by other groups were reported (75–77).
Noninterferometric SHG microscopy (25–27), based on the concept of illuminating the target
sample with a well focused pulsed light field and detecting the second harmonic emission from
the focal spot with a PMT, has been applied in a biomedical context for examining tissue
structures, interfaces, and molecular orientation. Because optical SHG generation process
derives its emission based on the lowest nonlinear optical susceptibility, it is generally the most
accessible and efficient nonlinear light generation process given the incident light intensity
considerations.
SHG microscopy is especially useful for imaging collagen matrices and their orientation within
biological samples. In principle, big and asymmetrical molecules with high nonlinear
polarizability, such as bR (78,79), are also possible molecular contrast candidates for SH
microscopy–based imaging.
An SH-OCT imaging method can be expected to match the performance of SHG microscopy
and surpass it in certain areas. Given that OCT-based detection schemes when implemented
correctly can achieve shot noise detection limit, we can expect SH-OCT’s signal to noise
sensitivity to match that of SHG microscopy. In other words, for a given amount of SHG
photons generated and collected, the ability of SH-OCT and SHG microscopy to detect them
is comparable. With respect to the two method’s ability to depth resolve the SH contribution,
we can expect SH-OCT to outperform SH microscopy. In SHG microscopy, the depth
discrimination derives from the fact that the SHG process is proportional to the square of the
intensity, so most of the SHG light is generate at or near the focal spot. The extent of SHG
generation falls off as a polynomial function as we move away from the focal point. In SH-
OCT, the coherence gating ability of OCT can be exploited to dramatically sharpen the
resolution. For the case where the OCT light source has a Gaussian spectral profile, the
coherence detection envelop will also be Gaussian in profile—a much sharper gating function
than a polynomial function (80).
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In the first reported implementation of SH-OCT, a β-barium borate second harmonic crystal
was used to generate a reference second harmonic reference beam from an input 800 nm, 110-
fs pulse duration, 76 MHz repetition rate Ti:Sapphire laser (see Fig. 8). The 50 mW of the laser
light was focused on the sample to achieve a peak dower density of ~3.2 GW/cm2 at the beam
waist. The backscattered SHG was collected and interfered with the reference beam. The
researchers were able to image and localize the collagen layers from their target sample
consisting of collagen layers sandwiched between glass slides (see Fig. 8). Three other SH-
OCT implementations were reported by other research groups, one of which was of particular
interest in that the published result reported on the imaging of the SHG generation from a
biological target—salmon fish scales (see Fig. 8). Ref. (76) was also the first to report on the
an SH-OCT measurement of the SHG’s polarization as a way to discern the collagen matrix
orientation in the target.
The expression for the conversion efficiency term in Eq. (13) for the SH-OCT case is given
by:
C(PSo(λpump, z)) = CSHGPSo(λpump, z)2 / Apump(z)2 (14)
where CSHG is the conversion efficiency of each molecule in changing the input fundamental
light into second harmonic light. CSHG is proportional to the square of the second-order
susceptibility, χ2(ω) (81). This method has the potential of achieving excellent SNR as the
efficiency of the SHG process improves as a square function of the input light intensity. The
signal strength is critically dependent on the relative orientation of the molecules involved.
Although the emission of similarly aligned molecules will emit in a constructive manner,
emission from oppositely oriented molecules will actually interference destructively and
reduce the effective emission. The equational form for the MCOCT signal is only valid for
similarly aligned molecules.
Nonlinear interferometric vibrational imaging
NIVI makes use of the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of the target molecular
contrast agent in a CARS scheme for contrast. The method was first reported in Ref. (82). A
subsequent article on a different implementation of NIVI was published in Ref. (77).
The second implementation method is conceptually very similar to the demonstrated SH-OCT
scheme reported above. For clarity, we shall first explain this second implementation method
before we describe the first implementation method.
The method reported in Ref. (82) operates by combining two high-intensity light fields, Stokes
(S) and pump (P), at wavelengths λS and λP on the targeted focal region (see Fig. 9). The method
uses the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility in a four-wave mixing process to generate
an emission field, the Anti-Stokes (AS) field, at the optical frequency λAS. The process is
enhanced by the presence of a molecular contrast agent that has a vibrational mode in resonance
with the Stokes field. The AS field will have a definite phase relationship with the A and P
fields. By generating a similar AS field through a similar process within a cuvette filled with
a high concentration of the same molecules, the sample’s emission and this reference AS field
can then be combined interferometrically to measure the distribution of the contrast agent
within the sample.
The reported implementation used a modelock Ti:Sapphire, a regenerative amplifier, and an
OPO to generate 250 kHz repetition rate, 70 fs light pulse train at 807 and 1072 nm. Part of
the two light beams was combined on a cuvette of benzene to generate an AS field at 647 nm;
this generated beam served as the reference beam. A similar cuvette of benzene served as the
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sample, and the combination of the Stokes and pump beam created a transmitted AS beam.
The interference of the two beams constituted the demonstration that NIVI-based MCOCT is,
in principle, possible.
The expression for the conversion efficiency term in Eq. (13) for NIVI is given by:
C(PSo(λstokes, z), PSo(λpump, z))
= CNIVIPSo(λStokes, z)PSo2 (λpump, z)
= CNIVI(z)PSo(λStokes, 0)PSo(λpump, 0)2
× e
−∫0z μa(λStokes, zs′) + μs(λStokes, zs′) dzs′− 2∫0z μa(λpump, zs′) + μs(λpump, zs′) dzs′
(15)
where CNIVI(z) is the conversion efficiency of each molecule in changing the input optical
powers into the CARS emission. CNIVI(z) is proportional to the square of the third-order
susceptibility, χ(3)(ω).
The method has an interesting feature—the wavelengths of the S, P and AS field can be
arranged to be fairly close to each other by the judicious selection of S and P’s wavelengths
and an appropriate molecular vibrational mode. In the specific case of OCT-based imaging,
this can be a significant advantage because it is highly desirable for all light fields involved to
fall within the red or IR regime where tissue scattering tends to be low.
The first reported NIVI implementation method cleverly exploits this feature for another
purpose—the elimination of the reference sample for generating a suitable AS reference field.
In this particular method, the spectrum from a broadband pulsed light source (83) or a
supercontinuum source (84) is segmented into P, S and AS components. Despite the fact that
they are at different wavelengths, there is a deterministic phase relationship between the three
components because they originate from the same phase-locked source.
In the reported experiment, the separation of the AS reference component from the other two
components was achieved by splitting the input light with an appropriate dichroic mirror. The
P and S light fields were used to probe and excite the target, and the generated AS field was
then interferometrically mixed with the AS reference light field. This implementation method
has the added advantage that by appropriately pulse shaping the input P and S fields, and time
delaying the AS reference field, it is possible to measure the spectral variations in χ(3)(ω). This,
in turn, implies that it is possible to identify specific chemical agents by their specific χ(3)(ω)
spectral variation.
In terms of the sensitivity of the two coherent emission–based MCOCT methods we have
discussed thus far, NIVI can be expected to generate weaker signals because it is a third-order
optical susceptibility–based generation process.
Because CARS generation is enhanced by the presence of resonant vibrational modes, NIVI
is more generally applicable in that it is possible to use it to obtain contrast distribution mapping
of a far wider range of molecular species. In addition, the CARS signature of each molecular
species is highly specific, which implies that NIVI has the potential capability to
simultaneously image multiple molecular species within the sample.
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There are significant challenges that will have to be overcome before NIVI-based MCOCT
becomes practical. The light intensities levels used in the demonstration are too high to be
acceptable for in vivo applications. In addition, the reported demonstration was performed in
the transmission mode, presumably because the amount of CARS generated under the
experimental conditions is low and it would be a more challenging task to detect the generally
weaker, backward-propagating emission as opposed to the forward-propagating component.
Given that epidetection of CARS signal has been recently reported in the context of CARS
microscopy (Ref. [28]), researchers working on NIVI have expressed optimism that NIVI-
based MCOCT will eventually be experimentally realized.
SCATTERING-BASED MCOCT METHODS
Thus far, there are two reported research efforts that can be categorized as scattering-based
MCOCT methods. The contrast agents used in the methods are engineered microspheres (85)
and magnetic particles (86).
Both methods rely on creating a sizable sample reflectivity, R(λ,z), with the presence of the
contrast agent and correlating the size of the measured reflectivity signal to the contrast agent’s
concentration. The presence of the scattering contrast agent above the specific depth of interest
can potentially reduce the effective signal because the scatterers will contribute to the μs(λ,zs
′) term as well. An optimal contrast agent for this application should therefore have a large
backscatter signal component so that R(λ,z) is maximized for a given μs(λ,zs′) associated with
the contrast agent.
The use of scattering contrast agent has its associated advantages and disadvantages. One major
advantage of the method is that the contrast signal will be significant because changing the
reflectivity of the sample will lead to a very observable OCT signal change. A major
disadvantage associated with the method is that the contrast agent must be functionalized to
bind to the targeted chemical and biochemical species of interest to elicit contrast. Whereas all
of the MCOCT methods that have been discussed, thus far, may potentially be applied to
directly use the chemical species of interest as the contrast agent, such is not the case for this
class of MCOCT methods—in general, a single molecule will not have a sufficiently large
scattering cross-section to be directly detectable via this type of MCOCT methods.
Engineered scatterer MCOCT
Lee et al. (85) reported the first implementation of an MCOCT method on the basis of the use
of an externally introduced scattering contrast agent. In this implementation, the contrast agent
consisted of microspheres with an approximately 50 nm thick protein shell (see Fig. 10). These
microspheres can range from 0.2 to 15 μm in diameter, and nanoparticles and molecules can
be incorporated into their cores or shells. The protein shells may also be directly functionalized
to target the scatterers to specific regions of interest.
The researchers demonstrated the technique by fabricating gold-shelled, oil-filled
microspheres with diameter of about 2 μm and injecting the contrast agent into mice. The livers
of the mice were then examined with OCT, and it was found that OCT images of livers from
the treated mice are strongly scattering in comparison with those from a control. The
localization of the microspheres in the liver was attributed to the phagocytosis of the
microspheres by Kupffer cells in the liver.
The researchers reported that gold, melanin, carbon and oil can be incorporated into the
microspheres to enhance the scattering. In the case where gold is used, the average scattering
cross-section of the microspheres is about 0.56 times the physical cross-section.
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The MCOCT signal associated with this method can be expressed as:
Pinterference(λ, z)
≈ 2 PRoPS(λ, z)
= 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′ R(λ, z)
= 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μs, contrast_agent(λ, zs′) dzs′
× Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)
(16)
where R(λ,z) can be expressed as a summation of the target’s intrinsic reflectivity Rintrinsic
(λ,z) and the contrast agent–contributed reflectivity Rcontrast_agent(λ,z). The scattering
extinction coefficient μs(λ,zs′) can also be expressed as a summation of the target’s intrinsic
scattering coefficient μs,intrinsic(λ,zs′) and the contrast agent–contributed scattering coefficient
μs,contrast_agent(λ,zs′).
The equation can be simplified in two different limits. In the case where Rintrinsic(λ,z) is much
greater than Rcontrast_agent(λ,z), Eq. (16) reduces to (weak contrast scattering limit):
Pinterference(λ, z) = 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)
≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( Rintrinsic(λ, z) + 12 Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)Rintrinsic(λ, z) )
= 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( Rintrinsic(λ, z) + 12 n(z)l cσbackscatter(λ)Rintrinsic(λ, z) )
(17)
where Rcontrast_agent(λ,z) can be expressed as n(z)lcσbackscatter(λ). n(z) is the concentration of
the scatterers at depth z, lc is the coherence length of the OCT system and it defines the axial
extent of the target’s volume that will contribute to a single OCT image voxel and σbackscatter
(λ) is the backscattering cross-section of a scatterer. This equation is an approximation because
it ignores the possible speckle character of the net reflectivity from the depth of interest. In the
case where Rintrinsic(λ,z) is much smaller than Rcontrast_agent(λ,z), Eq. (16) can be simplified as
(strong contrast scattering limit):
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Pinterference(λ, z) = 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)
≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( Rcontrast_agent(λ, z))
= 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( n(z)l cσbackscatter(λ))
(18)
The reported experiments were performed in the later limit. However, the weak contrast
scattering limit is of relevance in determining the ultimate sensitivity limit of the method. The
topic will be discussed in Signal strength.
One possible disadvantage of the above method is that the scattering change due to the contrast
agent is indistinguishable from the intrinsic scattering contribution from the target. In order
for the scattering profile to be a direct map of the contrast agent distribution, the scattering
contribution from the contrast agent must be sufficiently large to make the intrinsic scattering
contribution negligible.
Magnetically modulated MCOCT
This second method of scattering-based MCOCT relies instead on a scattering contribution
from the contrast agent that is distinguishable from the intrinsic target scattering. The contrast
agent used is composed of ferromagnetic hematite particles.
In a recent reported demonstration of this MCOCT method (86), the contrast agent was taken
up by a cell culture of macrophages via phagocytosis (see Fig. 11). The cell culture was then
imaged with an OCT system in the presence of an oscillating magnetic field (about 300 G and
at a frequency of 1 kHz). By locking into the image signal change that was occurring at the
oscillation frequency of the magnetic field, the distribution of the magnetic particles within the
sample can be found.
There are two possible mechanisms by which the motion of the magnetic particles in the
changing magnetic field can create the scattering signal change. The magnetic particles can
simply be shifting in and out of the OCT probe beam path. In the case where the magnetic
particles are nonuniform in shape, it is also possible to create a scattering signal change if the
particles simply rotate in place and present a varying scattering cross-section during their
rotation.
An expression for the OCT signal in this case is given by:
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Pinterference(λ, z)
= 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z) + ΔRcontrast_agent(λ, z) cos(Ωt) + ⋯
≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′⋯
× ( Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)
+ 12
ΔRcontrast_agent(λ, z) cos(Ωt)
Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)
+ ⋯ )
≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′⋯
× ( Rintrinsic(λ, z) + Rcontrast_agent(λ, z)
+ 12
n(z)l cσbackmatter(λ)O(Ω) cos(Ωt)
Rintrinsic(λ, z) + n(z)l cσbackmatter(λ)
+ ⋯ )
(19)
The definitions of most of the terms are the same as those from Eq. (16). The perturbative term
ΔRcontrast_agent(λ,z)cos(Ωt) is given by the reflectivity changes that occur at the oscillating
magnetic field’s frequency Ω. There may be higher order perturbative terms, but they can be
expected to be smaller in magnitude. As with the previous equation, this equation is an
approximation because it ignores the possible speckle character of the net reflectivity from the
depth of interest. ΔRcontrast_agent(λ,z) can in turn be expressed as Rcontrast_agentO(Ω) or n(z)
lcσbackscatter(λ)O(Ω), where O(Ω) is the fractional reflectivity that is modulating at frequency
Ω.
The contrast signal can be obtained by finding the frequency component of the OCT
interference signal at the oscillating magnetic field’s frequency Ω:
Pcontrast(λ, z) = |∫Pinterference(λ, z)e−iΩtdt |
≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, xs′) + μs(λ, xs′) d xs′
× ( 14 n(z)l cσbackscatter(λ)O(Ω)Rintrinsic(λ, z) + n(z)l cσbackscatter(λ) )
(20)
We can simplify the above equation in two different limits. If the intrinsic reflectivity
contribution is much larger than that associated with the contrast agent, the above equation
reduces to (weak contrast scattering limit):
Pcontrast(λ, z) ≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, xs′) + μs(λ, xs′) d xs′
× ( 14 n(z)l cσbackscatter(λ)O(Ω)Rintrinsic(λ, z) ).
(21)
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On the other hand, if the opposite is true, the equation reduces to (strong contrast scattering
limit):
Pcontrast(λ, z) ≈ 2 PRoPSoe
−∫0z μa(λ, xs′) + μs(λ, xs′) d xs′
× ( 14 n(z)l cσbackscatter(λ)O(Ω)).
(22)
In summary, this MCOCT method is particularly promising because the measured contrast
signal profile is a direct map of the contrast agent distribution in the sample. Furthermore, the
method introduces another possible avenue of information extraction through the magnetic
field used in the method. For example, it is possible to interrogate the stiffness of the medium
that the particles are embedded in by altering the strength of the magnetic field.
DISCUSSION
Having discussed the various MCOCT methods that have been reported thus far, we shall now
compare the existing and anticipated performance of the methods. Of primary concern to the
eventual adaptation of the methods for biomedical applications are the following issues:
contrast agent choice and range, contrast agent toxicity, the required light fluence level and
signal sensitivity.
Contrast agent choice and range
An ideal MCOCT imaging modality should be able to image a wide range of contrast agents
and be able to identify each contrast agent uniquely. The second ability is extremely helpful
when the simultaneous tracking of two or more chemical species within the sample is desired;
it will then be possible to functionalize different contrast agents to bind to each chemical species
and provide distinguishable contrast signals. Alternatively, if the chemical species of interest
are good contrast agents themselves, it is very desirable for an MCOCT method to be able to
distinguish them.
Of the methods that we have discussed, NIVI has the greatest potential of approaching this
twin ideal. As mentioned earlier, the associated CARS signal from different molecular species
can be highly specific. The uniqueness can potentially allow NIVI to track the presence of
different contrast agents within the same sample simultaneously. Moreover, the range of
molecules with accessible vibrational modes is extensive; NIVI-based imaging can be expected
to find a host of suitable molecular contrast agents for its applications. The use of NIVI-based
imaging offers another intriguing possibility—the opportunity to track different populations
of the same molecular species. CARS-based microscopy experiments have demonstrated that,
by using different atomic isotopes in the synthesis of specific chemical compounds, it is
possible to obtain molecules of the same chemical species that are differentiated on the basis
of the isotope-induced CARS spectral shifts (87–89). For example, benzene that contains
deuterium in place of normal hydrogen atoms should exhibit a shifted and distinct CARS
signature. NIVI can potentially exploit this advantage to track the dynamics of the same contrast
agent introduced into an organism at two or more spatially distinct locations.
Spectrum-based MCOCT methods offer the next widest possible molecular contrast agent
choices. The simplicity of the technique and the fact that they do not require any specific
optically induced state changes in the molecule for their operation imply that any molecular
species that has a distinct absorption peak in the OCT imaging wavelength range is a suitable
contrast agent candidate. Of the possible dye choices, ICG is a particularly favorable contrast
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agent choice because it is FDA approved for human use and its absorption peak is in the near-
IR regime. The range of clinically suitable contrast agent choices can be expected to increase
as the techniques mature in their implementations.
PPOCT can be expected to have a fairly wide range of molecular contrast agent choices.
Finding molecular species that have a suitable triplet–triplet absorption in the OCT imaging
wavelength range is fairly straightforward. The contrast agent choice used in the first PPOCT
demonstration, methylene blue, is a particularly suitable one because it is an FDA-approved
dye. A good molecular contrast agent for PPOCT should have a longer triplet relaxation lifetime
so that the pump light intensity requirement is lower and the time window in which the
molecules can be imaged in their shelved triplet state is longer.
Pump-suppression MCOCT has a more restrictive range of possible molecular contrast agent
choices. The optochemical interaction involved, an optical switching of the molecules from
one stable state to another stable state with a different absorption spectrum, is a fairly exotic
interaction. Aside from the two possible candidates already mentioned, bR and phyA, the wild-
type and a mutant strain (S65T) of GFP (90–92) can potentially serve in the role of the contrast
agent. The possible application of the technique with GFP is especially intriguing because GFP
is already extensively used as an endogenously expressed fluorescent marker in biomedical
research. However, it is to be noted that GFP has only been demonstrated to have two alternate
optically switchable stable states with distinct fluorescence emission capability. To our
knowledge, it has not been shown that the two states have distinguishable absorption spectra.
Optically switchable chemical species have been studied for a myriad range of other
applications. For example, there is extensive research into photochromism—the light-induced
reversible transformation of chemical species between two isomers having different absorption
spectra (93–95). Given the specific advantages that pump-suppression MCOCT possess,
research into the development of new chemical species that can function as contrast agents for
this method is highly desired.
SH-OCT’s contrast agent species have to possess high intrinsic CSHG coefficients. In formal
terms, this implies that the agents must have strong hyperpolarizablity characteristics;
interested readers are encouraged to refer to Ref. (81) for a deeper understanding of the topic.
Some of the potential contrast agent candidates are structured collagen matrix, bR (69), and
transmembrane-bindable contrast agents, such as styrl dye (96–99). The unique sensitivity of
SH-OCT, in comparison with the other MCOCT methods, to the orientation of the molecules
with respect to each other, is both a disadvantage and an advantage. It is a disadvantage because
the introduction of a molecular contrast agent into the target sample for imaging is unlikely to
yield a significant SHG signal, unless the molecules have a way to automatically align
themselves within the target itself. It is potentially an advantage because the possible interaction
of the chosen molecules with specific tissue types that leads to the self-alignment of the
molecules will enhance the SHG generation and allows for selective imaging of tissue regions
in which such self-alignment may have occurred. This can potentially be a unique MCOCT
approach for interrogating tissue structure and chemical interaction. A related SH microscopy
example of such a means for imaging structures can be found in the use of styrl (96–99) for
SH imaging of cell membrane and profiling membrane dynamics, whereby the attachment of
styrl onto the cell membrane in a self-aligned manner leads to a large SHG signal in comparison
with free-floating styrl in a solution.
The scattering-based MCOCT methods are restricted in their contrast agent choices. Although,
the engineered scatterer MCOCT method demonstration showed that different scatterer types
can be fabricated by varying the material used. It is quite possible to engineer scatterer types
to have different spectral scattering variation from each other. In such a manner, it may be
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possible to distinguish different scatterer types within a target by performing a spectral analysis
of the acquired MCOCT images.
Toxicity considerations
The toxicity issue associated with the MCOCT imaging has to be assessed on two fronts: (1)
the intrinsic toxicity of the contrast agents involved and (2) the toxicity of the side products
that are generated by the optochemical interactions involved in the imaging process.
The intrinsic toxicity of the contrast agents involved in NIVI MCOCT imaging can be expected
to be low. Because the range of potential CARS contrast agent is very wide, it should be possible
to find numerous chemical species that are nontoxic to function as contrast agents.
Biochemicals, such as various lipid types, can serve as nontoxic contrast agents for NIVI.
Toxicity of the chemical agents involved should also be a nonissue for pump-probe–based and
spectrum-based MCOCT by reason of the relatively large range of contrast agents that they
can use. The dyes that have already been used in the methods, methylene blue for pump–probe
MCOCT and ICG for spectral triangulation MCOCT, are FDA approved for clinical
applications. More nontoxic dye species can be expected to be found suitable for use with both
techniques as research progresses. SH-OCT is an indeterminate case for this consideration
because the sort of externally introducible chemical contrast agent suitable for use with the
method is still unclear. The intrinsic toxicity of the contrast agents is expected to be a major
issue for pump-suppression MCOCT. The contrast agent candidates that have been uncovered
thus far are both proteins. The introduction of foreign proteins into an animal or human will
generally elicit antigenic responses; these responses can potentially disrupt normal biological
functions and skew any chemical distribution mapping that MCOCT aims to acquire. One
possible way to overcome this problem is to genetically alter the animal to express these
proteins endogenously. In such a situation, the toxicity of the contrast agent will be minimal.
The contrast agent used in the engineered scatterer MCOCT method is relatively nontoxic. The
use of gold particles in human subjects has been approved by FDA as a dietary supplement.
Likewise, the magnetic hematite particles used in the magnetically modulated MCOCT method
is presumed harmless at low dosage.
In addition to our consideration of the intrinsic toxicity of the contrast agent, we need to be
mindful of the toxicity of the various chemical by-products that result from the optochemical
interactions between the contrast agents and the excitation or probe light field. Of primary
concern in this respect is the possibility that the light fluence level used in the schemes will
result in the excessive formation of singlet oxygen (100) and free radicals that are destructive
to the tissue involved. Singlet oxygen and the associated free radicals can be formed when
molecules are forced into the triplet states, which necessitate a spin-forbidden relaxation back
into the ground state. This relaxation is often facilitated by a spin exchange with oxygen and
the creation of singlet oxygen.
The method for pump PPOCT as reported in Ref. (62) specifically shelves molecules into the
triplet states. As such, PPOCT can be expected to generate a significant amount of singlet
oxygen during the imaging process. NIVI and SH-OCT, by reason of their high instantaneous
light intensity requirement, can also be expected to generate a significant amount of singlet
oxygen. The generation is simply because of the incidental excitation of molecules into the
triplet state under the intense light field. Pump-suppression MCOCT, spectrum-based MCOCT
and the scattering-based MCOCT should not generate any significant amount of singlet oxygen
because their probe light intensity requirements are very low.
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Light fluence considerations
In addition to the toxicity issues addressed in the above section, we will also need to address
the issue of possible direct photoinduced damage to the target before any of the MCOCT
methods can be applied for biomedical research or clinical use. Generally, there are three
intensity limits that we need to consider. The first limit is set by the threshold of irreversible
cell damage and is applicable in the context of biomedical research that do not involve human
subjects. The other two limits are set by the clinical safety guidelines issued by ANSI for the
use of lasers on human subjects (37). In comparison with the photodamage limit, the ANSI
limits are more stringent.
This section will discuss in brief the three light intensity limits, evaluate the maximum light
intensities that were used in the various reported applications of the MCOCT methods and
compare them with the three limits.
Damage threshold—The issue of photodamage by high-intensity illumination has been
extensively studied in the context of two-photon fluorescence microscopy (101,102). The
damage mechanism associated with high instantaneous intensity light illumination has been
conjectured to be due to the destructive intracellular plasma formation or the destructive singlet
oxygen formation (or both) and indirect DNA damage. A convenient assessment benchmark
for cell damage is the loss of the ability to reproduce.
One report (101) on the issue of photodamage in biological targets measured the threshold for
photodamage to be at an instantaneous intensity of 690 GW/cm2 for light of wavelength 780
nm and pulse duration of 240 fs. The same report also established that the photodamage
threshold is dependant on the pulse duration. For a shorter pulse of the same energy and
wavelength, the damage threshold intensity increases as the inverse square root function of the
pulse duration.
ANSI limits—The ANSI suggested guidelines for the use of lasers on human subjects can be
found in Ref. (37). The imposed limits are generally given in terms of the maximum permissible
exposure fluence (dimension of J/cm2).
The first limit sets a maximum permissible fluence that a given location can be exposed to a
continuous wave or pulse light field. The input fluence, as given by the product of the average
light intensity with the dwell time, must be less than the limit. The dwell time, or exposure
time, is simply defined as the duration for which a given target location is exposed to the light
field. In a typical OCT imaging system that is capable of 10 kHz A-scan rate, the dwell time
will be equal to 0.1 ms.
The second limit applies only to pulsed light sources. This limit sets a maximum fluence that
a given location can be exposed to a single light pulse. In other words, the fluence of a single
light pulse incident on the target, as given approximately by the product of the maximum
instantaneous pulse intensity and the pulse duration, must be less than the limit.
Light exposure analysis of existing implementations of MCOCT methods—The
following analysis estimates the maximum instantaneous and average intensities involved in
the various MCOCT schemes that have so far been reported. We have taken the liberty of
providing reasonable estimates of the experimental parameters when such are missing from
the references. We can reasonably expect the calculated values to be within an order of
magnitude of the actual values. We note that the maximum intensity involved in an experiment
might not be that of the probe beam but may instead be that of the pump beam involved. We
take only the highest intensity involved into consideration in this analysis.
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Unlike in the NIVI and SH-OCT schemes, the contrast signal for the PPOCT experiment is
not a direct function of the pump pulse duration. The experiment can be expected to give
approximately the same contrast signal with the same energy per pulse but a much longer pump
pulse duration (up to the triplet state relaxation lifetime of about 2 μs). Our analysis accounts
for this by setting the pulse parameters for the pump–probe experiment to correspond to this
longer duration. The same reasoning applies for the pump-suppression MCOCT experiment,
the spectrum-based OCT experiments and both the scattering-based MCOCT experiments; all
these experiments can be performed with continuous wave light beams.
The ANSI limits are calculated in two ways. We base our calculations on the ANSI guidelines
for skin exposure. (1) Per dwell time limit. This limit is calculated for the average light intensity
allowed on the target with the assumption that we are scanning the light beam at a sufficient
speed such that the light is incident on any given location on the sample for a dwell time of 0.1
ms. This exposure time can be achieved in an MCOCT imaging system that is capable of
acquiring A-scans at a rate of 10 kHz. (2) Per pulse limit. This limit is computed for the
maximum instantaneous pulse intensity that is allowed on the target. ANSI exposure guideline
does not cover the exposure time range for femtosecond pulses on skin, as such we were only
able to calculate the exposure limit for the pump–probe scheme where the light pulse duration
can be of the order of microseconds.
Finally, the reference used as our computation basis for photodamage limit was a study based
on short-pulse laser systems. Its result cannot be expected to extend well into the continuous
wave regime, as such we did not attempt to calculate photodamage thresholds for the MCOCT
methods that can use continuous wave laser sources.
Table 1 clearly illustrates the very significant maximum instantaneous intensity requirement
differences between the techniques. The light intensities involved in spectrum-based MCOCT,
pump-suppression MCOCT, and scattering-based MCOCT methods are all low. PPOCT
requires fairly high instantaneous pump intensity for its operation. Because the operation of
SH-OCT and NIVI involves nonlinear optical generation processes, the required instantaneous
light intensities are understandably high. Interestingly, almost all of the MCOCT methods are
operating well within the photodamage threshold limit. The exception, NIVI, exceeds the
threshold slightly. All of the absorption-based and scattering-based MCOCT methods are
operating within the ANSI guideline. SH-OCT and NIVI methods exceed the limit by an order
of magnitude.
The fact that all of the absorption-based methods are operating within the two limits is a positive
indication that this class of MCOCT imaging methods can be reasonably expected to be
applicable in a clinical setting eventually. The present implementations of coherent emission–
based MCOCT methods do exceed the ANSI limit dramatically. This issue is of particular
concern for NIVI, the reported implementation was a simplified demonstration of the operating
principle in which the CARS signal is collected in the transmission mode. An implementation
of the method to detect the much weaker CARS signal in a backscatter geometry can be
expected to require far higher light fluence exposure.
Signal strength
The sensitivities of the various MCOCT methods are of perhaps the greatest importance and
relevance to the eventual deployment of the methods for biomedical or clinical applications.
In this section, we propose a simple model by which the signal sensitivity of the various
MCOCT methods can be analyzed and compared. We will also examine in brief the key signal
sensitivity difference between the various MCOCT methods. The subject of speckle-induced
errors in absorption-based MCOCT methods and the approaches for minimizing such errors
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will also be discussed. The subject of coherent light attenuation during its passage into and out
of a target sample, and the differing degree to which the signal sensitivity of the various
MCOCT methods are degraded, will also be discussed. This section will hopefully serve as a
guide for assessing new MCOCT methods or new contrast agent choices.
The fundamental limit on contrast agent sensitivity can ultimately be traced to the shot noise
limit of the underlying OCT system. Assuming that a given MCOCT system is shot noise
limited, the contrast agent sensitivity limit can be estimated by considering the target sample
shown in Fig. 12. We assume the sample consists of a medium of known scattering and intrinsic
absorption extinction coefficients. We next assume that the sample contains a thin layer of
contrast agent at a depth of z and the thickness of the layer is ΔL. For simplicity, we assume
that ΔL is shorter than the coherence length lc of the OCT system used.
The analysis for absorption-based, coherent emission–based and scattering-based MCOCT
methods are slightly different. We shall examine each separately and compare the results
thereafter.
For absorption-based MCOCT methods, the ability of the methods to detect the presence of
the layer containing the contrast agent requires that the difference in the detected OCT signals
from the region just below the layer containing the contrast agent is sufficiently larger than the
shot noise term associated with the detection system. If our measurement time is given by time
T, the detection limit can be mathematically expressed as:
| 12 Pinterference, baseline(λ, z)− 12 Pinterference, change(λ, z) | (ɛT /hν)
> ɛPRoT /hν
× PRoPSo R(λ, z)e
−∫0z μa, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( | Δμa, contrast_agent(λ, z) | ΔL)(ɛT /hν) > ɛPRoT /hν
× PRoPSo R(λ, z)e
−∫0z μa, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( | Δn(z)Δσ | ΔL)(ɛT /hν) > ɛPRoT /hν.
(23)
The term on the right hand side of the equation is the shot noise term, whereas the term on the
right is the difference signal. The sensitivity limit of the detection is reached when the two
terms are equal. The inequality is evaluated in the thin contrast agent layer slice limit: |
Δμa,contrast_agent(λ,z)|Δ L ≪ 1.
We can reexpress the above equation as an SNR equation that relates the MCOCT’s SNR in
terms of the SNR of the OCT system:
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SNRMCOCT = (ɛPSoT /hν)
× (R(z)e−2∫0z μa, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′)
× ( | Δn(z)Δσ | ΔL)2
(24)
We simply divided Eq. (23) by the shot noise term and derived a dimensionless ratio. The first
term of the ratio is equal to the SNR of the OCT system. The second term is equivalent to the
fraction of input photons backscattered from the depth of z and collected by the OCT detection
system. In the absence of the third term, equating the ratio to unity will allow us to calculate
the maximum penetration depth of the OCT system (given by the z value found in the equation).
The third term of the equation characterizes the sensitivity of the particular OCT system to the
contrast agent. This sensitivity is naturally dependent on the depth of the absorptive layer; the
deeper the layer is (larger z value), the harder it is to detect it because the second term will be
a smaller multiplicative factor for larger z value. We can find the concentration that the contrast
agent will have to be in order for the layer to be detectable by equating Eq. (24) to unity and
inserting the depth of interest, z, into the equation.
The MCOCT detection sensitivity for each of the absorption-based methods can be found by
substituting the appropriate expression for Δn(z) and Δσ into Eq. (24). The result is shown in
Table 1.
The SNR associated with coherent emission–based MCOCT methods can be similarly analyzed
through the same simple model. In this class of MCOCT methods, the detection limit is
determined by:
1
2 Pinterference(λ, z)(λemission, z)(ɛT /hν) > ɛPRoT /hν PRo
× C(PSo(λpump, 1, z) / A(λpump, 1, z), (PSo(λpump, 2, z) / A(λpump, 2, z), … )B(z)
× n(z)A(λemission, z)ΔL(e
− 12∫0z μa(λemission, zs′) + μs(λemission, zs′) (ɛT /hν)
> ɛPRoT /hν
(25)
The corresponding SNR equation is given by:
SNRMCOCT = (ɛT /hν) × C(PSo(λpump, 1, z) / A(λpump, 1, z),
× PSo(λpump, 2, z) / A(λpump, 2, z), … ) × B(z)
× (n(z)A(λemission, z)ΔL)2e
−∫0z μa(λemission, zs′) + μs(λemission, zs′) dzs′.
(26)
The MCOCT detection sensitivity for each of the coherent emission–based MCOCT methods
can be found by substituting the appropriate expression for C(PSo(λprobe,z)) into the equation.
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The SNR associated with scattering-based MCOCT methods can be analyzed in a similar
fashion.
For the engineered scatterer MCOCT method, the detection limit is set by:
1
2 (Pinterference, no_contrast_agent(λ, z)− Pinterference, contrast_agent(λ, z))(ɛT /hν)
> ɛPRoT /hν PRoPSoe−∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× ( 12 n(z)ΔLσbackscatter(λ)Rintrinsic(λ, z) )(ɛT /hν)
> ɛPRoT /hν,
(27)
where we use the MCOCT signal expression for weak scattering contribution (Eq. 17). The
subscript on Pinterference(λ,z) indicates whether the contrast agent is present or absent.
The SNR of the method is, therefore, expressible as:
SNRMCOCT =
1
4 (ɛPSoT /hν)e−2∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
×
(n(z)ΔLσbackscatter(λ))2
Rintrinsic(λ, z) .
(28)
The analysis for the magnetically modulated MCOCT is similar, except that the SNR
expression will include the additional fractional frequency modulation term O(Ω).
The following set of equations provides the SNR expressions for the MCOCT methods
discussed.
PPOCT:
(ɛPSoT /hν) × (R(z)e−2∫0z μa, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× e
−2∫0z μs, reduced(λpump, zs′) + μa(λpump, zs′) dzs′) × (Ipump, 0qτtripletσ /hν)2
× (n(z)ΔσL)2
(29)
Pump-suppression MCOCT:
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(ɛPSoT /hν) × (R(z)e−2∫0z μa, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
× e
−2∫0z μs, reduced(λpump, zs′) + μa(λpump, zs′) dzs′) × (Ipump, 0 / Isat)2(n(z)ΔσΔL)2
(30)
Spectral Triangulation MCOCT
(ɛPSoT /hν) × (R(z)e−2∫0z μa, intrinsic(λ, zs′) + μa, contrast_agent_baseline(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′)
× (n(z)ΔσΔL /2)2
(31)
Second Harmonic OCT:
(ɛT /hν) × CSHG PSo(λpump, 0)2Apump(z)2 B(z)(n(z)A(λemission, z)ΔL)2
e
−∫0z μa(λemission, zs′) + μs(λemission, zs′) + 2μa(λprobe, zs′) + 2μs(λprobe, zs′) dzs′
(32)
NIVI OCT:
(ɛT /hν) × CNIVI(z) PSo(λStokes, 0)PSo(λPump, 0)2AStokes(z)APump(z)2
× B(z)(n(z)A(λemission, z)ΔL)2
× e
−∫0z μa(λemission, zs′) + μs(λemission, zs′) + μa(λStokes, zs′) + μs(λStokes, zs′) + 2μa(λpump, zs′) + 2μs(λpump, zs′) dzs′
(33)
Engineered Scatterer MCOCT:
SNRMCOCT =
1
4 (ɛPSoT /hν)e−2∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
×
(n(z)ΔLσbackscatter(λ))2
Rintrinsic(λ, z)
(34)
Magnetically Modulated MCOCT:
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SNRMCOCT =
1
16 (ɛPSoT /hν) × e−2∫0z μa(λ, zs′) + μs(λ, zs′) dzs′
×
(n(z)ΔLσbackscatter(λ)O(Ω))2
Rintrinsic(λ, z)
(35)
Signal sensitivity in relation to contrast agent concentration—The minimum
detectable contrast agent concentration is an extremely important consideration for MCOCT.
The relative lack of discussion in the published literature on this aspect hints at the absence of
a sufficient theoretical model for addressing this issue; hopefully, the mathematical framework
explicitly described in this article will be useful to researchers in this field for tackling this
issue. As a rough guide to the acceptable concentration of contrast agent for clinical
applications, the FDA-approved dosage of ICG allowed for use in fluorescence angiography
is about 10 μM (103). The rest of this section discusses the relative sensitivity merits of the
MCOCT methods in comparison with each other.
One of the more interesting observations that can be made from the SNR expressions associated
with the various MCOCT methods is that all of the MCOCT methods exhibit a n(z)2
dependency. This dependency has a very important consequence, the relative sensitivity of the
MCOCT methods is independent of the contrast agent concentration. In other words, if one
MCOCT method is determined to be more sensitive than another MCOCT method for a given
contrast agent concentration, we can expect that method to be more sensitive than another at
all possible contrast agent concentrations.
This observation may appear to contradict the intuitive notion that coherent emission–based
methods should perform better because the amount of coherent emission is proportional to the
square of the number of contributing elements within the sample. This intuitive notion is fully
valid and can be easily understood by comparing fluorescence microscopy and SHG
microscopy. The amount of fluorescence emission generated from a given site is proportional
to the concentration of the contrast agent at the given location. In comparison, because of the
coherent field generating effect, the amount of second harmonic emission is proportional to
the square of the contrast agent’s concentration. This implies that there exists a particular
contrast agent concentration below which fluorescence microscopy is more sensitive than
second harmonic microscopy and above which the situation is reversed. The square
dependency in sensitivity with respect to the contrast agent concentration is shared by
microscopy methods that have a transmission geometry (such as conventional light
microscopy), as well. The underlying mechanism that gives rise to this dependency is very
different from that for coherent emission–based methods. In this case, the contrast signal is the
difference in the transmitted signal in the presence and absence of the contrast agent. In the
limit of low contrast agent concentration, the shot noise term is proportional to the total
transmission and is unchanged by presence of the contrast agent. In comparison, the shot noise
term is dependent on the contrast agent concentration for fluorescence microscopy. This
insensitivity of the noise term to contrast agent concentration leads to a contrast agent
concentration squared dependency for transmission microscopy. Similar to second harmonic
microscopy, it is less sensitive than fluorescence microscopy under a certain contrast agent
concentration threshold.
The same sensitivity analysis arguments can be applied to the various MCOCT methods. In
the shot noise limit, we can expect the various absorption-based or scattering-based methods
to have the same theoretical SNR as transmission microscopy experiments with the same
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parameters, and the coherent emission–based methods to have the same theoretical SNR as
second harmonic or CARS microscopy experiments with the same parameters.
We should also note the differences in the relative sensitivity of the methods with respect to
the absorption, scattering and conversion efficiency effective cross-sections of the various
methods. The terms Δσ (from Eqs. 7b and 12), σbackscatter(λ) (from Eqs. 16 and 17), CSHG(PSo
(λpump,0)/Apump(z)2) (from Eq. 14) and CNIVI(z)PSo(λStokes,0)PSo(λpump,0) (from Eq. 15), all
represent a cross-sectional efficiency of the contrast agent used in the specific method for
returning an optical signal that is amendable to interferometry detection. Given the relative
inefficiency of the nonlinear methods in comparison with simple absorption, we can expect
CSHG(PSo(λpump,0)/Apump(z)2) and CNIVI(z)PSo(λStokes,0)-PSo(λpump,0) to be smaller than
Δσ in a typical situation. Because the scatterer-based methods rely on the use of micron size
scattering objects, σbackscatter(λ) can be expected to be orders of magnitude bigger than Δσ.
Therefore, approximately speaking, given the same contrast agent number concentration, we
can expect the scatterer-based MCOCT methods to be more sensitive than the absorption-based
methods. The absorption-based methods are, in turn, likely to be more sensitive than the
coherent emission–based methods.
Signal sensitivity in terms of depth attenuation—The above SNR equations can also
permit us to gauge the relative performance of the MCOCT methods in terms of their depth
imaging potential. In general, we can expect the scattering of the biological target to be the
major attenuation contributor in the OCT imaging process. The reduced scattering extinction
coefficients and the intrinsic absorption extinction coefficients are generally an order of
magnitude lower than the scattering extinction coefficients. Therefore, we may ignore the
attenuation contribution of the reduced scattering and intrinsic absorption extinction
coefficients in our discussion of the depth penetration capability of the various MCOCT
methods.
The class of absorption-based and scattering-based MCOCT methods can be expected to
perform favorably in terms of depth penetration because SNR attenuation is dependent on only
twice the product of the scattering extinction coefficient and the depth of interest (the factor
of two is due to the double pass through the sample). This dependency is no worse than that
for a conventional OCT imaging system. In other words, the absorption-based MCOCT
methods do not carry any additional attenuation-based SNR overhead that is not already present
in a conventional OCT imaging system.
The coherent emission–based MCOCT methods can be expected to have shallower depth
penetration. In the case of SH-OCT, the SNR attenuation is proportional to three times the
scattering extinction coefficients (two at the pump wavelength and one at the emission
wavelength). The emission wavelength scattering extinction coefficient is particularly
troublesome because the second harmonic emission is at a shorter wavelength. Therefore, the
scattering attenuation for the emitted light can be significantly larger than that for the pump
light. In the case of NIVI-based MCOCT, the SNR attenuation is dependent on four times the
scattering extinction coefficients. The high degree of dependency is mitigated to some extent
by the fact that it is, in principle, possible to arrange all the wavelengths involved to fall within
a narrow range so that all the scattering extinction coefficients are minimized to some extent.
Speckle artifact limitation—PPOCT and pump-suppression MCOCT share a common
obstacle that can potentially prevent them from achieving the SNR limit discussed above. The
issue is that temporal speckle artifacts pervade OCT imaging of biological tissue (104,105).
The temporal speckle phenomenon can be attributed to two effects: (1) the relative movement
of scatterers within the coherence volume, as defined by the lateral focal spot size and the axial
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coherence length, and (2) the movement of scatterers into and out of the coherence volume and
the illumination volume above the targeted coherence volume. The first effect creates temporal
speckles because light scattered from scattering sites that are close to each other can
constructively or destructively interfere, resulting in either a larger or smaller effective
reflectivity R(λ,xs). Any relative movement of the scatterers will alter the interference and
create a net increase or decrease in the amount of light that is backscattered to the OCT detection
system. This effect is very pronounced when the number of scattering sites within the coherence
volume is small (~2–100) and is diminished when the number is very small or very large. When
the scattering sites are far and few, it will be unlikely for any given coherence volume to have
more than one scattering site, and the backscattered light will not have cross interference terms.
In the limit where the scattering site density is high and the sites are randomly oriented, the
resulting reflectivity will be approximately the sum of the individual reflectivity; interference
effect effectively averages out. The second effect, movement of scatterers into and out of the
coherence volume, can also cause a fluctuation in R(λ,xs). In addition, it can also change the
effective μs(λ,xs) in Eq. (2) because the movement of scattering sites away from the illumination
volume above the targeted coherence volume will effectively increase the amount of
ballistically propagating light that is detected by the OCT system.
Because pump–probe MCOCT and pump-suppression MCOCT extract molecular contrast
information by comparing and taking the difference of two sequential OCT scans, any
significant time difference between the acquisitions of the two scans will result in changes in
R(λ,xs) and μs(λ,xs). The changes can alter the OCT scan signal to the extent that the contrast-
induced signal difference is masked. Speckle artifacts have always been an issue in the context
of OCT imaging because they can manifest as image graininess that varies with time. In a
recent publication, a research group reported a speckle decorrelation time constant for aortic
tissue and aortic plaques that varies from 40 to 500 ms (45). To minimize the effect of speckle
artifacts on the contrast signal, the sequential OCT scans acquired in PPOCT and pump-
suppression MCOCT must occur within a time window that is much less than the speckle
decorrelation time.
The implementation of PPOCT as reported in Ref. (62) is able to satisfy this condition well,
the time separation between scan pairs are 0.5 ms. However, the implementation of pump-
suppression MCOCT as reported in Ref. (63) is unable to satisfy the condition, the resulting
speckle artifact–induced errors have to be minimized by large sample averaging. Future
implementations of these two MCOCT methods should take the temporal speckle artifact issues
into due consideration during system design.
The scattering-based MCOCT methods’ SNR may be diminished to a certain extent by speckle
artifacts because the contrast agent concentration to signal strength relationship given by Eq.
(22) is an approximation in which speckle artifacts are ignored. One solution, albeit a highly
inefficient one in terms of time investment, is to allow for a sufficiently long averaging time
base for signal collection.
CONCLUSIONS
By virtue of the wide range of possible light–matter interaction mechanisms, there are many
approaches for mapping contrast agents in an OCT imaging modality. In this review, we have
highlighted the various implementation approaches that have been reported thus far. They can
be approximately categorized as absorption-based MCOCT methods, coherent emission–based
MCOCT methods and scattering-based MCOCT methods.
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One of the absorption-based methods, pump-suppression MCOCT, is particularly promising
as a method for mapping endogenously expressed contrast agents because it is well suited for
mapping photoswitchable proteins such as bR and phyA. Two other absorption-based methods,
spectroscopic OCT and spectral triangulation MCOCT, have demonstrated the ability to
observe an FDA-approved dye, ICG, in plant and animal models. A coherent emission–based
method, NIVI, may potentially be used to image a very wide range of chemical or biochemical
contrast agents by locking to their CARS emission spectral profiles. The other coherent
emission–based method, SHG OCT, may be used to not only map a contrast agent’s distribution
but also its structural orientation. The two scattering-based MCOCT methods, which use
macroscopic particles engineered to strongly scatter light, provide yet another set of MCOCT
methods that are worth investigation and research.
Although the technical development of MCOCT methods is progressing at a healthy pace, the
field is presently lacking in research efforts into the search or engineering (or both) of
appropriate contrast agents and the development of methods for functionalizing the contrast
agents to appropriately bind to biochemical species of interest. These important aspects of
MCOCT research deserve the attention of chemical engineers and biochemistry researchers.
Some of the pertinent questions in the field are: (1) Is it possible to engineer and adapt some
of the existing genetically expressible fluorophore, such as GFP, to serve as contrast agents
for MCOCT imaging? (2) How do we engineer some of the contrast agents to optimize on their
contrast rendering capability? (3) How do we functionalize the contrast agents that have been
demonstrated to work well in MCOCT methods so that they can bind to a biochemical species
of interest?
MCOCT imaging methods can potentially have wide and very significant effect on the way
clinicians diagnose diseases and the conduct of biomedical research.
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APPENDIX 1
This appendix derives the number concentration of molecules that are shelved into the triplet
state in the steady state situation. We assume that a pump beam of intensity Ipump and of photon
energy quanta, hνg–s, matches with the resonant transition energy between the first excited
singlet and ground state is incident on the molecules. The associated transition rates equations
are:
dnsinglet
dt = ( Ipumpσg − shνg − s )(nground− nsinglet)− nsingletτsinglet − nsingletτISC (1.1)
dnground
dt = − ( Ipumpσg − shνg − s )(nground− nsinglet) + nsingletτsinglet + ntripletτtriplet (1.2)
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dntriplet
dt =
nsinglet
τISC −
ntriplet
τtriplet (1.3)
where nground, nsinglet and ntriplet are the number concentrations of molecules in the ground
state, singlet state and triplet state, respectively. τsinglet, τISC and τtriplet are the decay time
constants associated with the singlet to ground state transition, the singlet to triplet state
transition and the triplet to ground state transition, respectively. σg–s is the absorption cross-
section associated with the ground to singlet state transition.
To simplify the equations, we shall use the following three quantities:
Total number concentration of the molecules:
no = nground+ nsinglet+ ntriplet
Fluorescence quantum yield:
q = τISC / τISC+ τsinglet
Saturation intensity:
Isat = hνg − s /σg − sτsinglet
Finally, because the transition to the triplet state is a rare event and the triplet state lifetime is
much longer than the other lifetimes involved, we shall assume that (1 − q) ≪ 1 and τtriplet≫ τsinglet.
By making these assumptions and setting the three rate equations to zero in accordance with
the equilibrium condition, we obtain:
nsinglet ≈ no 12 + (Isat / Ipump)
(1.4)
ntriplet =
τtriplet
τISC nsinglet ≈ (1− q)nsinglet (1.5)
The combination of the two equations gives:
ntriplet ≈ (1− q)no 12 + (I sat / Ipump)
≈ (1− q)no
IPump
ISat
, (1.6)
where the last approximation is derived in the situation in which Ipump is much smaller than
Isat.
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Figure 1.
Experimental scheme of a time domain OCT system.
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Figure 2.
A cartoon illustration of a simple photonic interpretation of scattering in a random medium.
Photons, in relation to a given sample depth, can be categorized into three groups. The first
group comprises ballistically propagating photons that do not experience any scattering during
the propagation process; Trajectory b is representative of the trajectories of such photons.
Trajectories a and c are representatives of trajectories of photons that are scattered multiple
times but which will still reach the given depth of interest. The last group of photons experience
scattering in the medium and never make it to the depth of interest; Trajectory d is representative
of the trajectories of such photons.
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Figure 3.
(a) A cartoon illustration of optically excitable transition MCOCT scheme. OCT images
acquired before and after a pump excitation that changed the absorption spectrum of the contrast
agent can be processed to reveal the contrast agent’s distribution. (b) and (c) show the
absorption spectrum change induced in bactriorhodopsin by a 630 nm pump excitation.
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Figure 4.
(a) Energy level scheme of methylene blue. (b) The absorption spectrum of the ground state
and the lower triplet state. The wavelengths of the pump and probe beams are indicated as well.
(c) and (d) Linear plots of 50 averaged OCT and PPOCT A-scans in a two-level well phantom
containing water and 500 μM methylene blue dye in water in alternate locations. Differential
PPOCT signals appear at phantom interfaces below the level of the dye. (e) Log M-scans of
OCT and PPOCT in a scattering medium (500 μM methylene blue dye in 0.5% Liposyn) with
the pump laser alternatively blocked and unblocked. (f) Log OCT and PPOCT cross-sectional
images of a capillary tube containing 500 μM methylene blue dye in 0.5% Liposyn, partially
immersed in 0.5% Liposyn without dye.
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Figure 5.
(a) Absorption spectra of the two states of PhyA. (b) The 750 nm OCT B-scan with PhyA in
Pr state (1.5 mm wide × 2 mm deep); the OCT B-scan with PhyA in Pfr state appears very
similar (not shown). (c) MCOCT differential scan derived based on the operations described
in Eq. (8). (d) Unwrapped MCOCT scan derived based on the operations described in Eq. (9).
(e) A-scans with PhyA in Pr and Pfr state extracted from the locations indicated by the arrows
in b. (f) A-scans with PhyA in Pr and Pfr state extracted from the locations indicated in b.
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Figure 6.
Spectrum of the dye’s absorption and the OCT probe laser used. (a) Spectroscopic OCT image
of a celery stalk with dye present within the vascular bundle. The color bar shows the
correspondence between pseudocolor labeling and the spectral centroid shift in the image. (b)
Spectroscopic OCT image of the same area without dye. (c) Fluorescence microscopy and (d)
light microscopy images showing the vascular bundle and the surrounding collenchyma tissue.
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Figure 7.
(a) Absorption spectrum of ICG. (b) Cross-section of target sample; arrows indicate probe light
direction, green represents location of ICG and scattering medium, and shade represents
scattering medium. (c) OCT image at 795 nm; arrows locate line traces from which Fig. 7(f)–
(i) are obtained. (d) Contrast image based on processing described in Eq. (12). (e) Unwrapped
contrast image based on processing described in Eq. (9). (g) and (i) OCT A-scans at the different
wavelengths (green, 760 nm; red, 795 nm; blue, 830 nm). (h) and (j) Processed scans
corresponding to the numerator (blue) and denominator (red) of the fraction within the
logarithm in first line of Eq. (12). (j) Posterior view of a stage 54 X. laevis tadpole; red line
indicates location where images are acquired. (k) OCT image; (i) parabranchial cavity, (ii) gill
arches and (iii) opercular fold. (l) Composite image of the illuminated regions; the dye contrast
is clearly visible within the gill arches and the parabranchial cavity.
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Figure 8.
(a) SH-OCT experimental setup: ISO, isolator; HWP1–HWP3, half-wave plates; GLP, Glan
laser polarizer; F1–F4, filters; M1, M2, mirrors; PBS, polarization beam splitter; NLC,
nonlinear b-barium borate crystal; BS1, BS2, broadband nonpolarization beam splitters; DBS,
dichroic beam splitter; L, objective; PP, prism-pair dispersion compensator; PD, photodiode;
PMT, photo-multiplier tube (from Ref. [71]). (b) and (c) SH-OCT and conventional OCT
signals of one depth scan. The sample structure is shown at the top (from Ref. [74]). (d) Overlay
of the SH-OCT image (green-red) onto the fundamental OCT image acquired simultaneously
from a fish scale. The scale bar in the upper right corner is 250 × 250 μm (from Ref. [76]).
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Figure 9.
(a) Setup of the interferometric CARS measurement system. DM, dichroic mirror; BS,
beamsplitter; M, mirror; HPF, high pass filter; PH, pinhole; PMT photomultiplier tube; PC,
personal computer. (b) CARS interferogram detected at the beamsplitter BS2 of the setup
shown in (a). In the inset is shown a detail of the interference pattern and its fit by the real part
of the degree of coherence function (open circles: experimental data; solid line: fit). lc is the
coherence length of the pulse. λAS is the wavelength of the CARS signal.
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Figure 10.
Scanning- (a) and transmission- (b) electron micrographs of an oil-filled microsphere contrast
agent, showing scattering silica nanoparticles in the shell. OCT images of mouse liver (c)
without and (d) with gold-shelled, oil-filled microsphere contrast agents.
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Figure 11.
(a) Cartoon illustration of the imaging scheme in magnetically modulated MCOCT. (b)
Selective OCT imaging of macrophage cells (300 mm tall, 200 mm wide) using magnetic
contrast. The image in (c) was acquired with the solenoid power supply on only for portions
of the image indicated. This clearly indicates improved contrast in the presence of the magnetic
field.
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Figure 12.
Diagram of the proposed test sample for determining the various MCOCT sensitivity to contrast
agents.
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Table 1
Summary of the parameters associated with the various reported MCOCT methods
Method Contrast agent
concentration (μM)
Pulse duration (s) Max.
instantaneous
intensity (W/
cm2)
Photodamage
threshold (W/
cm2)
ANSI
(per
pulse)
(W/
cm2)
Average
intensity
(W/cm2)
Pump–probe 500 2 × 10−6 4 × 105 2 × 108 8 ×
102
8 × 102
Pump suppression 83 CW 1 × 103 — — 1 × 103
Spectroscopic 75 CW 1 × 103 (est) — — 1 × 103
(est)
Spectral triangulation 200 CW 400 — — 400
SH-OCT Agent only 1 × 10−13 3 × 109 5 × 1011 — 3 × 104
NIVI Agent only 7 × 10−14 5 × 1011 (est) 4 × 1011 — 9 × 103
Engineered microsphere Microscopic particles CW 8 × 103 — — 8 × 103
Magnetic particle Microscopic particles CW 1 × 103 (est) — — 1 × 103
(est)
CW: continuous wave
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